The Research and Statistics unit collects, analyses, and publishes data relating to a wide range of aspects of the Church of England.

- **Church attendance**
- **Parish finances**
- **Ministry**
- **Cathedral attendance**
- **College chapel attendance**

We use data from the national census and other government statistics to provide [parish-level information](#) for the Church of England's 12,500 parishes.

We provide an [interactive Church of England parish map](#), with summary deprivation and census statistics mapped onto parish boundaries. The map also shows parish, benefice, deanery, archdeaconry, diocese, and lower super output area (LSOA) boundaries, and school locations.

To explore this map further [click here](#).

**A user guide for working with the interactive parish map is available.** Parish deprivation data can be explored in more detail in the Church Urban Fund’s poverty lookup tool.

Keep up to date with the latest news via our [twitter feed: @cofstats](#).

**Key areas of research**
Church service, people laughing in filled pews

Church attendance statistics

Attendance and numbers of baptisms, marriages, and funerals

Collection plate filled with money

Parish finance statistics

Annual finance information as reported by parishes

Profile of female clergy member holding bible

Ministry statistics

Licensed ministers in the Church of England

Portsmouth Cathedral

Cathedral attendance statistics

Attendance and activities at the Church of England's Cathedrals

Resources and conferences

Rows of tealight candles in the darkness

Resources, publications, and data

Parish census and deprivation data and historical publications
Faith in Research

Annual conference sharing and discussing current Christian research.
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